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Crusaders quest fishing guide

Edit Comments Share Monuments system was added to the game in February 2017. Fame is a measure of how much you have progressed in the game. As of January 2020, there are currently 21 ways to gain notoriety (according to 17 data), as well as 48 unique monuments that you can get in storefronts. The glory of editing source is a simple
measurement of the overall progress you've made in the game. There are twenty-one ways: No. collected heroes (library) No. collected weapons (library) No. assembled by Sigils (Library) (new) No. received heroes of the otherworld (library) (new) No. received weapons of the otherworld (library) (new) No. of the received 6 Heroes (Library) No. from MAX
Trained 6 Heroes No. from MAX Berride 6 Heroes No. of Fake 6 Soulbound Arms (Library) No. Unlocked Champions No.MAX Levels Champions No. Received Costumes No. Records in Master Level Colosseum Account Activation Date of Consecutive Days of Entry Monuments Received General Inheritance Level (new) quest Rank Fishing Score
dimensional records (new) Monuments edit source Monuments will be displayed in the Tab Monuments Screen Information of your account and can now be reorganized. There are currently 48 famous monuments: Love Letter - Glory 30 Love Letter with a large stamp in the shape of a heart. Thanks for finding me written on my back, but there is no hint of
who wrote it. WHAT TO GET: Click on two heroes who have a relationship in the city. (Both must be 6) (e.g. Giparang and Yeoweodong or Spiny and Spyro). yellow card - Glory 20 The card that a man in black gave a hero who made his way outside the city-hero. Apparently, you don't have to go there. WHAT TO GET: Click on the heroes in the city. They
will walk left after the animation is over. Repeat this until you get to the left side of the hero city. Seashell - Glory Shell, given by an embarrassed Seyren, who begged you to keep her failure a secret. It seems to be considered very valuable among the Naga tribe. To GET: Run stage/practice mode with Seiren as your team leader and watch Episode 3
cutscene - Rising Hope. (Don't miss the scene.) The semi-destroyed machine is Glory An old but cool machine handed over by the road industry to a mercenary who activated the secret code. TO GET: Open the account information tab and repeatedly click on the portrait icon with the main character on it. Eventually you get a monument. (It may take 30-60
seconds. Gas mask of love - Glory gas mask, which used to belong to Spyro. Spini reconstructed it for their own purposes. TO GET: Run the level with both Spiny and Spyro as part of your team. Statue of the Golden Scarecrow - Glory 50 The Monument, titled the mercenary who broke their top-in-line scarecrow. TO GET: Kill the practice of the dummy in
practice mode. It's easy to do with the help of and pressing the Soul Weapon button. Another way is to use DPS (e.g. D'Artagnan) with the NS-17 Smoke Bomb. Valencia Medal of Honor - Glory 100 Sign of Honor from Valencia, awarded for the fight against Soltar and the liberation of the Fortress of Souls. HOW TO GET: First, defeat Saltar in floor 10
Fortress shower. Then purchase No. 6 The Dark Knight Lionel, No. 6 Joan of Arc, No. 6 Aria Stars, No. 6 Archon Enlightened, and Goddess Chronos. See the story between Joan of Arc, Lionel and Archon. Finally, enter Fortress of Souls - Floor 10, select No. 6 The Dark Knight Lionel, No. 6 Aria Stars, No. 6 Archon Enlightened, and Goddess Chrono. Then
wash the floor with Soltar. Raven Bridge - Glory Bridge of Crows, so Altair and Rebecca met over the Milky Way.  While shaped by birds, it is said to be sturdy. TO GET: Running practice mode with 6 Altair and 6 Rebecca. Arm Soulbound with weapons and use the 3-chain Altair and Rebecca 1-chain chain. VIP membership - Glory 20 A card provided by a
grateful Popo leader of mercenaries who bought her shop.  Toto's paw print is stamped at the front. To GET: Buy every item Popo sells for one visit. It is recommended to find it at a lower level, as there boiled parts are cheaper. Explorer Badge - Glory Lorelei sometimes wears this badge while traveling with other heroes, trying to spread his knowledge and
know-how in the field of archaeology. TO GET: Send No.6 Lorelei to scout and watch her out the intelligence box until she makes a unique animation. Red card - Glory card, which was given to a mercenary who sent the hero from the side of the city-hero by extraordinary means. How did you come up with something like this? THIS is very similar to a yellow
card. After clicking on the hero, they will walk a little to the left and then walk long to the right. Repeat the process until the hero reaches the right portals. Hero Seal Body Pillow - Glory 60 Body pillow used by the leader of a mercenary obsessed with their comrades heroes... FOR GET: Upgrade 5 of the same hero promoter, or 3 of the same hero award, to 6
stars. The pillow will have an image of the hero on it and can only be obtained once. (Note: Hidden Heroes are considered premium heroes) Badge of Honor - Badge of Honor, bestowed by the Kingdom to a mercenary who has become a legend throughout Hasla. It looks very familiar, for some reason. TO GET: Place in the top 3 weekly coliseum and get a
reaction from the goddesses in the goddess's room. Deluxe Gourmet Cat Food - Glory tarot pet food, data mercenary leader who found a cache of Remy gold. WHAT: Complete witch dungeon race until you get a 300,000 gold award from one of the bags. Elegy Kurenai - Glory 200 Elegy, left by Tsukino Kurenai, the first priestess Ryu, before his death. The
poem seems to be carrying mysterious message to her descendants. WHAT: (See The Secret Heroes section below for more details.) First, defeat the Sixth Lord of Heaven in The Legend of the Primary Flame. Second, get No.6 Great Shaman Chemiko, Red Bullet Saiga, Shogun Susanoo, General Mundeok, and Champion Kurenai (rating doesn't matter).
Third, get the Primal Flames Ring Relic of the First Priestess. Fourth, equip the ring with either Naimico, Saiga, or Susanoo. Bring Gimico, Saiga, Susani, and Kurenai to the Primary Flame Crater in the Legend of primary flame. Fifth, when the Boss warning appears, immediately activate Kurenai to defeat the boss. Finally, re-watch cutscene in library sizes. A
special thanks leewhat in the game and CalvinCopyright on Reddit, they found a red card and the other 13 monuments respectively. Thanks to icyblue87, which found the 15th monument. Edit: 5/12/18 - (IGN: 4klift) It hasn't been edited for some time, so I'll just list new monuments and my purchased dates here. Purchased dates there are simply associated
with events. Beneath the new monuments is information about hard to get hidden skins. Please feel free to add more information for each new monument below: Frying Pan Masters - Glory No. 30 Pan presented by Fergus to all mercenary captains who participate in his culinary competition. The chef's hat is engraved in the middle. (11/4/2017) TO GET: Get
10 different cutscenes from Hungry Hungry Fergus events. The key to the mysterious dungeon - Glory is a secret key that opens the door of a mysterious company, L.C. (11/23/2017 No 11/15/2019 No 9/24/2020) TO GET: Complete The 1st Stage Dawn Devs at Mysterious Company L.C. limited time dungeon once during the anniversary event. Confidential
notebook - Glory 40 The notebook is sealed and bound. It seems to contain important secrets inside, not intended for the eyes of the public ... (11/25/2017 No 11/15/2019 No 9/24/2020) TO GET: Complete the Dungeon Mysterious Company L.C. 5 times during the anniversary event. Sealed letter - Glory 60 Hello, Crusaders! Congratulations on finding this
secret letter. We are currently preparing for the 'Season 2: Inheritance' update, so please look forward to new content headed your way. We hope to see you soon! Your truly, Crusaders quest PD Sungmin (11/25/2017) Dev Gorillamansion Doll - Glory 70 Doll that developer Gorillamansion gave the hero leader in his gratitude for saving him. It bears an eerie
resemblance. (11/25/2017 No 11/15/2019 No 9/24/2020) TO GET: Complete the Dungeon Mysterious Company L.C. 20 times during the anniversary event. Draco Egg - Glory egg taken from Draco's nest. This is The only real, other just imitation posted to deceive the predatory hand of the thief. (4/5/2018) TO GET: Beat dragon boss 10 times (total) during
the event. Newborn Draco - - The newborn Draco, who recently hatched from an egg. It seems to think of you and your company as a family. (4/5/2018) TO GET: Beat Dragon Boss 20 times (total) during the event. Baby Draco - Glory 70 Baby Draco. It needs a lot of daily exercise as its wings grow pretty fast. Who would have thought that a kid would be
such an expensive addition to your team? (4/5/2018) To GET: Fail vs. Dragon Boss in Level 4 after completing egg/newborn monument criteria during the event. (Apparently you can get it at any time.) Golden cleats - Glory 50 Legendary Shoes bestowed on the legendary One with Blessed Feet, said kicking any ball in the perfect arch. (6/14/2018) TO GET:
Football event only monument awarded for meeting specific criteria. Coral Bonsai (Fishing) - Glory Gift from a fish released by the merciful hands of Seyren. The care of corals seems to be a new trend among fish. (7/28/2018) TO GET: With Seiren as the main account, enter fishing (any level) and when you have the fish on the line, hook it up and let the fish
run. Little Bratnyan (Fishing) - Glory 50 The Younger Brother of Fischernyan. Came to Hasla following in his brother's footsteps. (7/28/2018) In GET: With Fishernyan as the main account, enter fishing (any level), equip NORMAL ROD and NORMAL FLOAT, and catch fish. Cat Harpoon - Glory 100 Harpun Fischerian gave the Crusaders in appreciation. He
used to fish with this all the time. (7/29/2018) TO GET: Full of all unlocked fishing levels is a common chatter now. However, I have everything except the volcano crater unlocked, had everything except the desert oasis (9/10) and the jungle swamp (8/10) completed, caught the desert oasis of the fish boss during the auto market (completing this level), and
received a monument upon returning to the city. My Jungle Swamp is still 8/10. This may be speculation, but the monument may just be given to complete areas that were accessible before the new zones were vacated. Doll Lednas (Event) - Glory Doll of the whole body, lovingly created in the form of a very familiar knight. she was found in St. Mary's Room.
(11/28/2018 &amp; 11/15/2019) TO GET: Unlocked during the 4th anniversary Lednas event spam-pushing the main banner in the window of the anniversary event until it falls. Letter to the 4th anniversary (event) - Glory 80 Hello, Captains! The C.C. has already marked its fourth anniversary. We thank each and every one of you for your love and support,
and promise to do a better C- for all captains. We love you!! (11/29/2018) In GET: Unlocked during the 4th anniversary of the Lednas event. Complete Mysterious Company L.C Dungeon X number of times during the 4th anniversary period of the event. Sleeping bag - Glory (Glory) Warm sleeping bag for holidaymakers. (12/16/2018) ON GET: Completion
level repeatedly click the heroes until they fall. Once done, return to the lobby and get a monument pop-up. Omega's Leotard (Event) - Fame 50 Omega's treasured swimsuit that it carefully tucked into at the best of times. It seems that the boundless greed of human Heroes has robbed the poor test subject of his innocuous dreams. (4/4/2019) TO GET:
Unlocked during the Event How dare You, Hero!. Enter level 4 lobby on the event menu. Repeatedly press Omega until his shirt falls, and be awarded a monument. The full key to the sanctuary - Glory 200 The key to the sanctuary was protected by its Keepers in four fragments. It is said that it is a symbol of the power bestowed upon the Winter Wind tribe by
the goddess of Light a long time ago. (5/4/2019) TO GET: Loki's defeat in the final raid of the Sanctuary Seal using the heroes of Heim, Rosqua and Vernila. You don't need to use all 3 in the same run. Multiple starts work just as well. The criteria for each character's use are taken into account for both players in the raid. Catcher in the garden - Glory 30
Having problems with birds on your farm? Then try the newest bogeyman Demeter, designed by the master of agriculture himself! (8/3/2019) BEFORE: Get a Golden Fields Garden spot, choose Demeter with your heroes and equip Catcher in Wheat (scarecrow). Plant the seeds and wait for the full term (4h or more without missing). Harvest when completed
as usual for a memorial dialogue pop-up. Animal Farm - Glory (Glory) Are you sure it's a garden, not a zoo? (7/14/2019) To GET: Purchase 10 from any staff/animal/scarecrow in a garden store. (Or perhaps only 5 animals) Burning Scarecrow - Glory 50 It seems someone really doesn't like stuffed animals. (8/3/2019) To get: Enter the garden and send 6
Raven, Rahim, Wolfram, and Harpya on a mission together. (You can speed up the completion with essence.) Letter for the 5th anniversary - Glory 90 Hello, Captains! I am honored to celebrate the fifth anniversary of the Crusaders quest with you. Thank you for your love and support over these five years and we hope to see you for many more years to
come. We love you! -Team SH- (9/15/2019) To GET: Complete Mysterious Company L.C. Dungeon X number of times during the 5th anniversary period of the event. Pandora's Tea Set - Glory 50 An antique tea set filled to the brim with milk tea: Beloved Pandora. (12/5/2019) In GET: Enter a new size library and repeatedly click on a chair while sitting next to
a cup table. After a few clicks, Pandora will walk to the chair and have a cup of tea, rewarding you with a monument. Forbidden Entrance - Glory Special map issued by Pandora to a certain captain-hero, who simply could not keep the Library of Measurements beautiful and tidy. Yes, I'm looking at you! (12/5/2019) In GET: In the new Measuring Library, on
the left side of the room there is 3 columns. Follow the middle column until you reach the railings of the 2nd floor. Click on the books just above the railing and they should slowly but surely fall off the shelf. Once you've done it enough, Pandora annoys and kicks you out of the library, rewarding you with a monument. A thoughtful letter - Glory 100 a letter
containing deep longing, which can not be expressed in words. The envelope says, Sera. (12/5/2019) In GET: In the new library, hide the volume of the book and focus your attention on the projector device on the floor in the center of the room. The projector creates a run basis based on the morse code input, which is the letter of the alphabet. Pressing the
projector once lights it up. Hitting it quickly a second time should create a DOT. Clicking on it after a quick pause should create a DASH. It will take several times to hang over time, but these dots and dashes are used to form the letters TOSERA. Once each letter is completed, give the projector a moment to convert the dots and dash into the handle. Then
you can start the next letter. There is no timer for this, except for the time involved in entering points against the dash. BE PATIENT. Pandora and your hero npc will repeatedly do nuisance yourself by going in front of the projector while you try to enter the letters. To make it easy, here's the introduction of Morse Code. (T) (O) (S) Wind it up to play a cheerful
melody that will lift the mood of the holiday . (12/20/2019) ON GET: Clear the Christmas holidays dungeon Festive Dream - 3 and Holiday Nightmare - 3. Back in the city, you must be awarded a monument. Fergusroid Blueprint - Glory 100 The Masterpiece Plan fergus, drawn after much agony. The secrets of its design are hidden inside, so take a close look!
(1/26/2020) To GET: Get (3) 3 Fergusroyd and complete any level of Sneaky Fergus Dungeon during the event period. Back in town, you get a monument. (Best lv30 all 3 Fergusroids, choose level 1, and use your goddess and champion to cool down to survive.) Kirinda - Glory 100 Robot that transports This is Rangers in time to the various worlds of the
novel. He likes to joke and have fun. (5/7/2020) TO GET: During the Eto Rangers collaboration event, click on the table in the center of the event lobby, between 6 chairs. The event banner becomes a slot machine. Win a slot machine and get your monument! Golden Watermelon Trophy - Glory 100 Special trophy awarded to captains who collected 14 marks
of Meow (8/19/2020) GET: Smash daily 7 watermelons during the summer event Staycation every day for all 14 days. Model Kirinda - Glory 200 Model looks exactly like Kirinda. It looks like it was done by a very experienced scientist. (9/11/2020) In GET: During the Eto Rangers (Round 2) collaboration event, meet the necessary criteria. In the event window,
click Kirinda in the middle to change the screen to slots. Get one from the Bakumaru face in any column and then start one of the dungeon event levels. Once completed, go back to the lobby and repeat the process a second time. On your return to the city for the second time, you will be awarded a monument. Hangame 20th Anniversary Music Box - Fame
100 Music Box presented by the secret company LC in honor of the 20th anniversary of Hangame from all sides. He plays the tune KNOTS WAY when activated. (9/24/2020) TO GET: Complete Stage 2 of The Night Devs Season 2 from Mysterious Company LC Limited Dungeon Time during the 20th anniversary event. (only 7 days) Bridget Doll - Glory 60 A
doll, sewn like Bridget. Will this provide you with luck? (12/3/2020) In GET: Enter the Shopping Market Window of the Hero City Captain's Choice Poll Anniversary Event. (Usually received during an event lesson.) Letter for the 6th anniversary - Glory 100 Hello, Crusaders! Six years has passed so fast! Thank you for staying with us for all this time. We hope
to bring you many more happy memories in Hasla for years to come. Best of all, C'Devs (12/11/2020) GET: Complete Mysterious Company L.C. Dungeon X number of times during the 6th anniversary period of the event. B Cash Gun - Glory toy gun filled with Bridget Points. Khabar is real. (12/17/2020) To GET: Participation in the Hero City Captain's Choice
Poll Anniversary Event. This monument is awarded after watching the final event cutscene after the event is over. (Not sure there's a better place to do this anywhere else. (Edit and edit source) Like the hunt for hard-to-get monuments, Hidden Skin awards have quietly been introduced with very little information to be found online. They tend to be very
specific and unadvertised. HIMIKO OF PRIMAL FLAMES (1% Stats) - The semi-related Elegy Kurenai monument, the highly coveted Gimico Primal Flames skin (commonly referred to as Dark Himiko) is extremely difficult to find detailed information about. As simple as it sounds, there's very little feedback on any methods on the web, so here's my
experience: First, bring your best team to the Primary Flame Crater. Currently in season 2, teams such as Archon/Dara/Wolfgang seem to melt the Ode before he can even execute his chains, so be careful and lead a team that can survive the mechanics rather than kill him There are better guides for the final boss, so please look for them elsewhere, but to
be brief here, it has several stages. The more you fight, the more you get to know this meeting. Citing LargeBagel on the Reddit post, for the final stage, it will always start with the Blaze of Eight Naracas, which is a 3-button template. He will then do two rounds of another skill called Consecutive Attacks before doing the Blaze again. Consecutive attacks will
have four separate 1-button patterns. The second pattern occurs immediately after the first one. The third occurs about 3 seconds after the second, and the fourth occurs about 4 seconds after the third. These single block templates are the ones you need to fail, causing Oda to perform a big bang. You don't need to live through this explosion and can
complete it after a few launches. It's very hard to get him to do it, although, as for every wrong press, you lose health, and a party member can die prematurely forcing you to fail... to fail. DO NOT block spam during a fight with Ooda. That's why my mew has Resurrection, and with Arhone's PMR, I can spam Sera up my heart content. It took me a few months
to get. The hardest part is keeping your cool. Perseverance is key. Being ready for block chains is key. Even if you want to fail, you still have to fail the right way. The final phase (as above) begins with a slow 3-chain pattern block, like phase 3 and 4, and is accompanied by 4 single blocks that pop up one by one. You have to get 3-chain right and then not
enough singles to make the boss create a blast. I found, rescuing a couple of Resurrections at the end of my bar, I could get a couple of blocks wrong, revive the heroes as soon as they went down, and continue trucking. The revivals helped the team stay alive long enough to push through 2 or even 3 Blaze of eight Narakas (3-chain) throws, providing a
better opportunity to do it right, as well as providing a lot more forgiveness and recovery opportunity for oopsies. You get a reward/notice bubble only after returning to the city. After every few attempts that you feel you may have got a blast, try to go back to the city to see if it clicked. Remember that you have to make the boss perform the blast correctly 3
times as hard as doing it once. You don't need to survive the explosion, nor die from it. You just have to get him to throw it during the fight. As far as I know, you don't need to complete the Elegy Criteria of the Kurenai Monument to be able to earn this skin. However, as I my monument to Elegy, before I get my Skin Himiko, I can not sincerely say that it is not
required. The only battle here is one farm kills for the ring of Elegy, or the farm fails for the skin of Himiko. The choice is yours! FREED LIONEL (statistics 1%) - reward for unlocking unlocking secret version /cutscene/end for Fortress of Souls: Lord of the Soul. (The history requirements for this secret ending have changed since the initial release. Beat FoS10
FoS3 (usually (unlocking Valencia Medal of Honor Monument). (Gear/Berry/Bread doesn't matter. Beat the level as you would normally. After beating Soltar, a special cutscene will be played, after which you are awarded the Released Lionel Skin, and the VIP Reforging Ticket. Special thanks to LargeBagel on Reddit for his early post on Lionel's skin, and
thanks to a rare whisper on Google about Himiko skin. They were enough to keep me trying until I figured it out. (IGN: 4klift) Secret Heroes (edit source editing) Associated with Elegy of the Kurenai Monument and Gimico of Primal Flames Skin, The Legend of Primal Flames also has a very unique 3 hero to earn, just as the freedom Lionel skin earns at the
end of Fortress Shower. TSUUKINO KURENAI - 6 Warrior Hero - 6 Chemist, Susu, Saiga, Mundeok, and champion Kurenai all must be unlocked. (Any levels/weapons/bread/championship level don't matter.) Watch cutscene, EAST SUMMIT. (Library of the History of the Hasla Chronicles of the 3rd Eastern Summit) Defeat the Boss in the final stage of The
Legends of the Primal Flames, Crater Primary Lights (with the help of any team). Farm Crater Primary Flame until you get the Ring Relic of the first priestess. This ring can only fall from the ultimate boss. Since the introduction of S2, this ring may also be able to fall off any red chest dropped in the stage, meaning completion of the level is no longer required.
(This may have been added as a catch-up mechanic for those captains having a hard time beating Oda himself, so to ring agriculture as well as agriculture skin Himiko.) BE CAREFUL: This is a 5 attack ring of strength. It's white with red flame on it. Equip this ring either on Susanoo, Himiko, or Saiga. Bring Susanoo, Himiko, Saiga, and champion Kurenai to



the crater of the Primary Flame. (Remember, levels/training/weapons don't matter.) When you reach the boss wave, activate Kurenai immediately. You will be immune to the damage and Kurenai will kill the boss. After watching the cutscenes, you will be rewarded with 3 Tsukino Kurenai hero. (Make sure you lock it up and be careful if you plan to bread/level
it!) To get momument (#15 above - Elegy Kurenai), go to the library and rewatch cutcene you just unlocked and finished watching. It rewards momument. Thank you LargeBagel LargeBagel on Reddit for their mentions and previous outings. (IGN: 4klift) Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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